We use simplified phenotypic models of transcriptional networks similar to [1] . Activity of transcriptional kernels is a function of both activator and repressor concentrations. Transcriptional regulations are modeled by Hill functions. We assume that an "OR" function is implemented for activators, while repressors act multiplicatively. For instance if kernel m is activated by two activators A 1 and A 2 and repressed by one repressor R, corresponding transcriptional activity is
where A 1 , A 2 , R are concentrations of corresponding proteins, n, m, k Hill coefficients, A * 1 , A * 2 , R * Hill thresholds, and ρ m the maximum transcriptional activity. Full differential equation for corresponding protein P with transcriptional activity t m is dP dt = t m − δ p P + ∆ P ∂ 2 P ∂x 2 (2) where δ p is degradation constant associated to P and ∆ P diffusion constant. For the results described here diffusion does not matter and can safely be taken to 0.
Typically, gap genes positioning can be well captured with one kernel t m per gap gene. For pairrule genes (eve, ftz) we need to have several independent stripe kernels. These kernels were modelled as independent 'genes', and then combined with a max function to represent the corresponding pairrule gene. In particular, this allows us to study evolution of individual kernels and thus infer kernel homologies.
Considering eve as an example, each stripe kernel is described by Equations 1-2 with the appropriate activators and inhibitors and zero diffusion constant. The output of each module is then fed through an additional Michaelis-Menten expression to normalize the various kernels to a common scale and the result combined with the same "OR" function as before.
[eve3&7] n 3 [eve3&7] n 3 + C Figure ST1 : The individual modules of eve, depicted in grey, activate the final common eve pattern, in red.
and similarly for f tz. This is illustrated on Figure ST 1 for eve. Initial parameters were adjusted by hand to give relative gap genes/stripe positioning corresponding to the observed Drosophila phenotype.
Idealized Drosophila network
The starting point of all our simulations is an idealized version of the Drosophila network.
Maternal genes are the Input of our system, and define two gradients : an anterior one, bcd in Drosophila, and a posterior one, cad, repressed by bcd . bcd does not exist outside of Drosophila, so for evolutionary simulations, we will assume that this anterior maternal gradient corresponds to another maternal gene (such as otd, which has been simply replaced by bcd in the evolutionary pathway leading to Drosophila [2] ). To fully define downstream positional information, we need to account for two other posterior gradients tailless and huckebein (tll and hkb, see below).
For gap genes, we make the following minimal assumptions, consistent with experimental data :
• hb anterior domain is activated by bcd. hb posterior domain regulations are still not fully resolved. This is a case where we need to assume that some positional information is transmitted by posterior gap genes, and we will thus assume hb posterior domain is activated by a generic posterior gap genes (we chose tll as suggested in [3] ), and repressed by another posterior gap gene such as hkb [4] .
• gt is assumed to be activated by bcd anteriorly and by cad posteriorly [5] , and repressed by Kr.
• kni is activated by bcd and repressed by hb [5] [6]
• Kr is activated by bcd and repressed by both gt [7, 8] and hb [9] This chosen set qualitatively and minimally recapitulates the anterior-posterior order of expression of gap genes in our simplified model. While there are other known mutual repression betweeen gap genes (e.g. kni is known to repress hb), they are not crucial to define the relative positioning of the domains and for simplicity we have not included them.
Regulation of pair-rule genes are described in the main text. The parameters were chosen to establish an initial profile that was similar to the qualitative profile in the Drosophila embryo.
We simulate our embryo as a linear array of 200 cells. The profiles of bcd, tll, and hkb are fixed to match Drosophila and do not evolve in time. All other genes are initialized to zero and are integrated until they reach a steady profile. Evolution only acts on interactions downstream of bcd, tll, and hkb.
For simulations with "sliding" stripes, we slowly slide those inputs numerically with time towards the anterior for a total drift of 20 cells. See Section 3 below for descriptions of actual parameters and code.
Network evolution
Evolution algorithm used is identical to the one used in previous works, reviewed in [10, 11] (code is available upon request). It proceeds with a typical population of 50 networks. Differential equations are integrated, then networks are ranked based on their fitness (see below), and only half of the population is retained, duplicated and mutated for the next generation. For mutations, we only allow parameter variations. In particular, network topology is conserved.
Selective pressure is encoded in a fitness function that is minimized, by analogy with energy in physics. Below we describe the fitnesses used.
Fitness 1: from Drosophila to Anopheles
To find an evolutionary pathway between Drosophila and Anopheles, we require that
• network has to maintain to at least 7 stripes, since this is consistent with both the initial and final profiles.
• if f tz is simulated, the model must alternate expression of the segmentation genes eve and f tz.
Thus if either of those conditions are not met, the network is irrelevant and assigned a high (i.e., poor) score. The embryo is modeled as a linear array of cells indexed by an integer i, i = 0 being the anterior, i = N = 200 the posterior. Expressing the concentrations of gt(i) in cell i , we compute dif f gt = i>N/2 gt(i) 2 . Since there is no giant in the posterior of the mosquito [12] , we want to minimize this sum.
Similarly for hb we compute the difference between the current profile hb(i) and a predefined profile (qualitatively similar to Anopheles) hb
Finally, the difference of the current eve profile and the initial eve profile in the anterior can be added to the fitness with a similar term dif f eve , to keep a regular eve profile in the anterior (i < N/2, which corresponds to eve 2-4 stripes with our choice of coordinates).
The fitness score (to be minimized) used for simulations in the main text of the paper is:
The different constants C 1 , C 2 and C 3 are there to scale the strength of each individual component of the score. Different values of the constants were tested across many simulations but do no yield strong differences as long as C 1 ∼ C 2 . For the simulations shown in the main text, the values actually used were of C 1 = C 2 =1, C 3 =0.01 without f tz (C 3 can actually be taken to 0 without changing results qualitatively for those cases) and C 3 = 1 with f tz. Note that when simulations were conducted without f tz, the condition of alternating the stripes was removed and the rest of the fitness was maintained.
With the values of C 1 , C 2 , C 3 given above, around 10% of the simulations gave "successful" results, i.e. gave an evolutionary pathway with more than 7 stripes, hb more anterior than in initial network and no gt in the posterior. The remainder failed to converge in the allotted time. The important point is that our simulations always succeed in the same way as presented in the main text, via duplication of a posterior eve stripe and elimination of eve5.
Fitness 2: Last common ancestor to Drosophila
In that case, starting with presumptive ancestor, we define idealized fly profiles for each of the gap genes (respectively kni f ly (i), Kr f ly (i), gt f ly (i) and hb f ly (i) and for each gap gene define a mean square deviation score similar to what is done above, e.g. for hb dif f hb = i (hb(i) − hb f ly (i)) 2 . We sum contributions of all gap genes to define dif f gap . Similar to the previous case, a high score was attributed if less than 7 stripes of eve were observed in the embryos profile, i.e. Score = dif f gap + 0 if ≥ 7stripes 1000 otherwise (6) 3 Parameters and codes for networks
Evolutionary simulations generate an enormous amount of possible parameters and networks. To illustrate this, we include in Supplementary Materials a complete set of C codes corresponding to the evolved networks commented in the main text. Those codes were automatically generated by our Python evolutionary code, and allow for simple simulations of kernels dynamics.
Each subdirectory is named after a Figure from the main text, and contains C codes named with corresponding panels. For instance Fig6B.c contains parameters for networks of Fig. 6B , and integrates corresponding equations. We include python scripts plot_name_of_pair_rule_gene.py encoding a simple graphical python tool to visualize the corresponding integrated profile. To run these simulations, the code should be simply compiled and run, and python plotting tool allows visualization, e.g. : Differential equations corresponding to the kernels are encoded in the function derivC() in each of the C program. This function computes derivatives of the different variables ds (the correspondence between index of ds and actual genes is in the list called List_Genes.txt in each corresponding directory). As an example, function derivC()for the initial network we used for Drosophila in Fig6A.c is :
f o r ( index =0; index<SIZE ; index++) ds [ index ] = 0 ; / / init ializati on double increment =0; double rate =0; / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * degradation rates * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / rate =1.000000 * / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Transcription rates * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / int k , memory =−1; memory=step −0; i f ( memory >=0){ rate=MAX / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Protein protein interactions * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / / * * * * * * * * * * * * * * P ho sp ho r yl at io n * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / float total ; } Kernel parameters for this network are summarized in Table 1 
